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QUESTION 1
Which HP intellectual property innovations does StoreOnce deduplication software leverage? (Select two.)

A. fine-grained, variable chunking
B. data sampling
C. policy enforcing
D. sparse indexing
E. locality optimizing

Answer: AD

QUESTION 2
Which statement is true about HP Ultrium Tape Blades?

A. They can be used with an HP SB40c Storage Blade and connected to the same server blade.
B. They are developed exclusively for HP BladeSystem c-Class enclosures.
C. They use TapeAssure for hardware data encryption.
D. They represent five generations of LTO tape blade technology

Answer: B

QUESTION 3
What is an advantage of SAS drives over SATA drives?

A. greater disk capacity
B. higher speed data transfers
C. lower cost per GB
D. hot-swap capability

Answer: B

QUESTION 4
In which type of RAID is each disk paired with another specific disk?

A. RAID0
B. RAID1
C. RAID 5
D. RAID 6

Answer: B

QUESTION 5
Which feature, included in HP StoreOnce Backup, eliminates redundant data during backups by saving a single copy of identical data and replacing any further instances with pointers back to that copy?

A. deduplication
B. dynamic allocation
C. dynamic reallocation
D. low-bandwidth replication

Answer: A